
The platform utilises Market Data
and Tariff Information such as
Water & Sewer SPIDs, Meter Reads,
etc. 

Even more complex calculations
such as for Trade Effluent using
SPIDS and DPIDs are included
thanks to our customisable
calculation engine. 

Broker logs on to the Ferranti
Water Broker Portal and enters
customer information and needs. 

Upon quote creation, the portal
will show the script to the broker. 

Using the broker’s input, the
platform will then calculate all
charges and create a proposal. 

The platform creates an overview of
the quote, detailing all the different
products and associated charges.

Brokers can also manually uplift
Wholesale Prices (by % or split by
bands). 

Thanks to our Embedded Security,
brokers will only have access to
information related to their clients.  

Wholesale customer

Customer product

Manage your brokers more effectively by
adopting Ferranti’s state-of-the-art Water
Broker Portal
The Ferranti Water Broker Portal is a fully
compliant quoting and pricing portal that
is aligned with the charging schemes of
the Scottish and English Water Markets.
Take full control of the interactions with
your brokers – ultimately automating the
pricing & quotation process from start to
finish. 

Built on trusted Microsoft technology, our
platform offers a modern and frictionless
user experience for your brokers. 

The key Benefits of the Ferranti Water Broker Portal

Flexible design -
can be tailored
to your needs 

Provides Industry
best practices

and easy to use
templates

Supply Point
validation is

built-in to the
quoting process

Wholesale and
Default Pricing

within both of the
UK Water Markets

Automatically
estimates Annual

Consumptions,
Renewals, etc.

How it works
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LOA & Direct
Debit information
stored directly on

the platform

STAND ALONE 
SOLUTION



All MECOMS 365
capabilities. 

The MECOMS 365 Platform is built on top of
the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Solution. This
combination offers the capabilities of a
complete ERP solution tailored to the
specific needs of companies within the
energy and utility sector.

Our comprehensive platform has a cloud-
first strategy, managed and hosted by
Microsoft within Microsoft Azure. The
MECOMS 365 Platform is a standardized
solution used by commercial suppliers, grid
operators and integrated utilities adapted
to country requirements and regulations
by making use of Country Templates.

The focus lies on efficiency, productivity
and business intelligence by using the
latest tools of Ferranti, selected partners
and Microsoft such as Power BI, PowerApps,
Power Virtual Agents or Power Automate.

BUILT ON TRUSTED 
MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY.

We help clients
all over the world.
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Get in touch with Jonas
our MECOMS BENE Product
Manager: jonas.thys@ferranti.be 

https://azure.microsoft.com/
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